
Source Title Surname Forname and Second AuthorISBN Price Subject Notes Date

Norwich Reflections for Lent 2020 Croft, Herbert, Pritchard, Winkett & Hoyle9781781401538 £4.99 Reflections for Lent is designed to enhance your spiritual 

journey through the forty days from Ash Wednesday to Holy 

Saturday (26 February - 11 April 2020). Covering Monday to 

Saturday each week, it offers reflections on readings from the 

Common Worship Lectionary, written by some of today's 

leading spiritual and theological writers. Each day includes: * 

Full lectionary details for Morning Prayer * A reflection on one 

of the Bible readings * A Collect for the day This volume offers 

daily material for 26 February to 11 April 2020, taken from the 

Reflections for Daily Prayer 2019/20 annual edition. It is ideal 

for individuals and groups seeking Lectionary-based reflections 

for use during Lent and Holy Week, or for anyone wishing to 

try Reflections for Daily Prayer before committing to a year's 

worth of material. It also features a simple form of morning 

and night prayer and a guide to keeping a good Lent.

Daily Readings 2020

Macmillan Saying Yes To Life Varerio Ruth 9780281083770 £9.99 Saying Yes to Life lifts our focus from natural, everyday 

concerns to issues that are having an impact on millions of 

lives around the world. As people made in the image of God, 

we are entrusted to look after what he has created: to share in 

God’s joy and ingenuity in making a difference for good. Ruth 

Valerio imaginatively draws on the Days of Creation (Genesis 1) 

as she relates themes of light, water, land, the seasons, other 

creatures, humankind, Sabbath rest and resurrection hope to 

matters of environmental, ethical and social concern.

Foundational to Saying Yes to Life is what it means to be 

human and, in particular, to be a follower of Jesus. Voices 

from around the world are heard throughout, and each 

chapter ends with discussion questions and a prayer to aid 

General reading 2020

Macmillan Grace-filled Wilderness, The Smith Magdalen 9780281080106 £9.99 The Grace-filled Wilderness connects contemporary 

encounters of wilderness with the traditional themes of Lent 

and Jesus' journey to the cross. Introducing a series of 'double-

edged' subjects, the author uncovers how these bring us life as 

well as potentially drain life from us when we fall into them in 

the wrong way. How we deal with our appetites; what gives us 

identity; how to live with the freedom and power we hold; 

ways to overcome the underlying anxiety which is wrapped 

around so much of contemporary life and faith – all of these 

are explored in connection with what it means to be followers 

of Jesus. And as each week progresses from 'wilderness to 

grace', we move through Lent and Holy Week into the glorious 

hope of Easter.

Daily Readings 2020

Macmillan Way Of Benedict, The Johns Laurentia 9780281075812 £9.99 The Rule of St Benedict, written for monks in the sixth century, 

continues to hold an extraordinary appeal to people in our 

day. It offers a balanced approach to seeking God and 

integrating prayer, work and relationships in a way that is 

more essential than ever in our stress-riven society. For St 

Benedict, the whole of life has a Lenten character, that is, it 

should be driven by the power of Easter which permeates 

every aspect of the day with the transforming power of Christ's 

resurrection. The book aims to help readers to engage directly 

with The Rule of St Benedict. The essential argument is that 

the Rule offers a way of accessing the transforming power of 

grace by following the gospel in everyday life, and so is 

potentially a blessing for every Christian. While the centrality 

of Easter in the Rule makes the book ideal as a Lent book, it 

also means that The Way of Benedict can serve as a guide to 

the wisdom of the Rule throughout the year. While not a 

commentary on the Rule, the book follows the shape of the 

General reading 2020

Macmillan Radical Reconciler, The Wright & Stott 9781783599448 £7.99 Focus on the amazing story of Jesus' crucifixion and the gospel 

in days and weeks leading up to Easter and think yet again how 

the cross transforms our lives today. With Bible verses, prayers 

and 40 meditations by Chris Wright and treasured, timeless 

nuggets from John Stott, prepare to be inspired as you 

contemplate the deep, life-transforming truths of the gospel: 

'love so amazing, so divine demands my soul, my life, my all'. 

Our Radical Reconciler * forgives sins * reconciles enemies * 

destroys death * defeats evil * governs history * restores 

Daily Readings 2020

Macmillan My Sour-sweet Days Oakley Mark 9780281080328 £9.99 George Herbert is one of the great 17th century poet-priests. 

His poems embrace every shade of the spiritual life, from love 

and closeness, to anger and despair, to reconciliation and 

hope. And his work is always rich with audacious playfulness: 

he seems to take God on, knowing God will win, as if he's 

having an argument with a faithful friend he is confident is not 

going to leave. In much of theology and spirituality, God is a 

critical spectator to human lives, but for Herbert, his sense of 

relationship with God is primarily of a friendship that can 

never be broken.

These are some of the themes Mark Oakley explores in this 

outstanding book. He offers a poem for every day in Lent, with 

General reading 2020



Norwich Not By Bread Alone 2020 (Large Print in Brackets)Francl-Donnay Michelle 9780814663653

(978081466366

0)

£1.99

(£3.99)

Prayerfully journey through Lent with Michelle Francl-

Donnay’s fresh and meaningful reflections on the daily Mass 

readings. In just minutes per day, the insightful meditations of 

Not by Bread Alone can deepen your experience of this solemn 

season of prayer and penance and prepare you to participate 

more fully in the joy of the great Easter mystery.

Daily Readings 2020

Macmillan Glory Of The Cross, The Nichols Cardinal Vincent9780281081974 £9.99 In this book I invite you to join with me on a pilgrimage, as 

together we accompany the Lord on his journey through 

suffering, death and resurrection. Contents: Part One: Water 

from the rock (Palm Sunday) 1. Jesus enters the city 2. Looking 

up to Jesus 3. Following Jesus Part Two: Light from darkness 4. 

Jesus washes the disciples’ feet 5. This is my body 6. Love one 

another Part Three: True God from True God 7. Jesus gives his 

life 8. The loving sacrifice 9. The glorious victory Part Four: Life 

from death (Easter Sunday) 10. Jesus is risen! 11. The one who 

goes before 12. The new creation

Readings 2020

Marston Journeying Through Lent With New Daylight Daily Bible Readings and Group Study Material9780857469656 £2.99 This resource provides Lent material at an affordable price, 

using material by well-loved contributors from the New 

Daylight archive alongside specially written questions for 

group discussion. It encourages groups and individuals, 

whether existing readers of New Daylight or those who are 

new to using Bible reading notes, to share their experience and 

reflect together on the Lent journey as a church community.

Daily Readings 2020

Norwich Where The Lost Things Go Berry Lucy 9780232534405 £6.99 Where The Lost Things Go is a 'practically perfect' Lent course 

for small group study - or for reading on one's own - based on 

the popular film Mary Poppins Returns. Poet and minister Lucy 

Berry skilfully draws out some of the themes of the 

Oscarnominated movie (which stars Emily Blunt, Ben Whishaw 

and Lin-Manuel Miranda) and shows how we can consider 

them more deeply alongside passages from the Bible. The 

course is based around five weekly sessions, entitled: Were we 

dreaming? Belief and unbelief; This can't be happening! Loss, 

denial and acceptance; The Banks children? Or the Bank s 

children?; Lost people, being found: Fogs and the wilderness; 

Light! A seriously heavy symbol. Each session includes 

suggested clips from the film, as well as discussion questions, 

Bible readings and closing prayers. There are detailed notes, 

advice and additional questions for leaders to help them plan 

an enriching group study in which all group members can feel 

accepted and involved. And the book contains an additional 

section for those who wish to make a deeper study of Mary 

Course 2020

Macmillan Wind, The Fountain And The FireBarrett Mark 9781472968371 £10.99 The Book of Psalms has always formed the substance of the 

daily prayer of Christian monks and nuns. In The Wind, The 

Fountain and the Fire, a Benedictine monk offers a path for all 

of us through the five weeks of Lent, by opening the Psalms as 

a gateway to scriptural prayer. 

Powerful imagery abounds in these ancient poems of prayer. 

The book finds in these images keys which can unlock both our 

understanding of scripture and knowledge of our own hearts. 

The chapter themes are: The Desert, the Mountain, the Well, 

the Pool and the Tomb. The Psalter is seem to be both the 

gateway to and the summation of all the other books of the 

Bible. The psalms put into words the messy complexity of how 

we actually experience our relationship with God and one 

another as well as all the swamps and wild places of our 

Weekly Readings 2020

Norwich Rejoice and Be Glad 2020 (Large Print in Brackets)Poust Mary DeTurris 9780814663912

(978081466367

7)

1.99

(3.99)

There is no better season to renew one’s relationship with God 

than Easter, the most joyful days of the church’s year. Rejoice 

with these inspiring reflections on the daily Mass readings. In 

just minutes per day, the insightful meditations of Rejoice and 

Be Glad can help you embrace, live, and share the good news 

of the great Easter mystery.

Daily Readings 2020

Marston You Are Mine: Daily Bible readings from Ash Wednesday to Easter DayWalker David 9780857467584 £8.99 'Again and again, as I have sought to look into both the 

scriptures and my own life, I have heard in the silence the one 

who assures me, ever more strongly, 'You are mine'. My hope 

and prayer is that you who read it will hear something of the 

same.' At this time of Lent, David Walker explores different 

aspects of human belonging through the medium of scripture 

and story in order to help us recognise the different ways in 

which we are God’s beloved. And as we recognise ourselves 

and our own lives in the narrative of God’s engagement with 

humanity and his creation, he gently challenges us to engage 

for God’s sake with God’s world.

Daily Readings 2020



Norwich Preparing For Easter Lewis C.S. 9780008263225 £8.99 Together in one special volume, selections from the best of 

beloved, bestselling author C. S. Lewis’s classic works for 

readers contemplating the ‘grand miracle’ of Jesus’s 

resurrection.

Preparing for Easter is a concise, handy companion for the 

faithful of all Christian traditions and the curious to help them 

deepen their knowledge and consideration of this holy season 

– a time of reflection as we consider Jesus’s sacrifice and his 

joyous rise from the dead.

Carefully curated, each selection in Preparing for Easter draws 

on a major theme in Lewis’s writings on the Christian life, as 

well as others that consider why we can have confident faith in 

what happened on the cross.

Daily Readings 2020

Norwich #Live Lent Care for God's Creation 9781781401675 £1.99 During Lent Christians prepare to celebrate God's redemption 

of the world in Jesus at Easter. Live Lent: Care for God's 

Creation will help broaden your view of Christ's redeeming 

mission - a mission Christians are called to share. With weekly 

themes and prayers shaped around the first Genesis account 

of creation, it explores the urgent need for humans to value 

and protect the abundance God has created. For each day of 

Lent it offers a Bible reading, a short reflection and an action 

to help you live in greater harmony with God, neighbour and 

nature. #LiveLent: Care for God's Creation is the Church of 

England's Lent Campaign for 2020. It has been inspired and 

informed by the Archbishop of Canterbury's 2020 Lent Book, 

Daily Readings 2020

CWR A Passion For Christ Baughen Michael 9781782599364 £5.99 This Lent, let’s renew our passion for Christ. Paul’s letters to 

the Corinthians revealed how passionate he was for Christ, for 

knowing Christ, for the Church of Christ and for everyone to 

follow and serve Christ. His own personal comfort was of 

secondary importance. He was more than willing to follow his 

Lord even if this meant much personal suffering. Michael 

Baughen reminds us that ‘we share abundantly in the 

sufferings of Christ’ (2 Cor. 1:5). Can we really identify with His 

sufferings? Most of us live lives of plenty, comfort and choice, 

so what does this really mean? Over six studies, we will 

consider how, as followers of Christ, we can: • share in the 

sufferings of Christ • be a Church marked by love and holiness 

• share the hope of the gospel • shine the light of Christ’s glory 

• use suffering as a personal testimony • give our lives as a 

living sacrifice to Christ

Course 2020

CLC Grace of Les Miserables, The Rawle Matt 9781501887109 £12.99 The hit Broadway Musical, Les Misérables, based on Victor 

Hugo’s 1862 novel, is one of the longest running musicals in 

the world. This profound story of Jean Valjean’s quest for 

redemption and a changed life has inspired audiences to 

ponder themes of justice, poverty, freedom, and love. In 

keeping with his previous works, Matt Rawle brings us to the 

intersection of Church and Pop Culture by drawing parallels 

between the popular story and the life of Jesus, another 

revolutionary who shared a Gospel of justice for those on the 

margins of life, and in turn, a sacrificial life with the least of us 

all. Sessions include: • Grace—Jean Valjean • Poverty—Fantine 

• Revolution—Les Amis (The Friends) • Sacrifice—Eponine • 

Justice—Javert • Hope—Conclusion Additional components for 

a six-week Lenten study include a DVD featuring Matt Rawle, a 

comprehensive leader guide, a youth resource, and Worship 

Resources Flash Drive.

General reading 2020

Norwich Walking the Way of the Cross Cottrell, Gooder & North 9780715123447 £9.99 Found in Common Worship: Times and Seasons, The Way of 

the Cross is a series of scripture-based devotions for personal 

or group use in Lent and Holy Week. Similar in intent to the 

traditional Stations of the Cross, it focuses wholly on the 

biblical narrative of the passion, death and resurrection of 

Jesus.

 This seasonal companion provides the sequence of fifteen 

meditations appears in full, including opening and concluding 

prayers. Each is accompanied by three short reflections from 

different perspectives by three of today's very best spiritual 

writers:

 - Paula Gooder offers reflections on the scriptural narratives;

 - Stephen Cottrell considers the story from the perspective of 

personal discipleship;

 - Philip North explores the story's challenge to mission and 

witness.

Sations of cross 2020



dlt Soul Journey Silf Margaret 9780232534429 12.99 The spiritual journey can feel like a climb up a beautiful 

mountain that we have admired from afar. It looks easy from a 

distance, but the closer we approach, the harder it appears, 

until we are on the rockface and struggling to find our way to 

the top.Our journey through Lent can be a similar experience. 

For six weeks from Ash Wednesday, through Holy Week to 

Easter Sunday, Lent is a season of spiritual quest - a challenge 

to ascend to higher things, to come closer to God. It is a 

journey of hope and faith that with every step we take, we can 

move closer to our best - our most fully human - selves. And 

for this, our soul's journey, we have a guide who calls himself 

the Way.Soul Journey is a day-by-day companion to help you 

find the Way, to be revitalised and to discover fresh horizons. 

Margaret Silf offers 40 daily meditations on passages from the 

Bible, and a reflection on the journey travelled so far for each 

Sunday. It has been written both for those who regularly 

undertake a Lenten study and for those for whom the season 

is not familiar. All are welcome on this journey - a journey not 

just for Lent, but for any time and season.

Daily readings 2020

cwr Who is the Christ? Calver anne 9781782597605 £5.99 Our journey through Lent can be a similar experience. For six course 2019

km Easter Encounters Bower Tony 9781848679733 £8.99 Activity 2019

Mars Which Way? Boys Sylvia 9781912120505 £4.99 Soul Journey is a day-by-day companion to help you find the 

Way, to be revitalised and to discover fresh horizons. Margaret 

Silf offers 40 daily meditations on passages from the Bible, and 

Daily reading 2019

kev may Happy and Blessed cox John 9781848679719 £6.99 Explores the context of ideas in the Beatitudes. course 2019

kev may Through Lasting hope through Jesus' cries from the crossChick Steve 9781848676244 £9.99 Jesus’ cries from the cross offer lasting hope to all who look to 

him. They were, and still are, famous last words!

General Reading 2019

spck The Way of ignatius simmonds gemma 9780281075317 £8.99 Introduction to the spiritual life, shows that everyone can find 

prayer a rewarding experience.

Topical 2019

spck Reconciliation Swamy Muthuraj 9780281080083 £9.99 Enables Christians to engage confidently in a ministry 

bequeathed to us by Christ himself.

Daily reading 2019

Good Book The Wonder of Easter Drew Ed 9781784983352 £6.99 Take ten minutes with your family each day to prepare for 

Easter.

Daily reading 2019

spck RESILIENT DISCIPLE, THE chapman justine 9780281078530 £9.99 Includes wide ranging prayers and scripture readings, along 

with guides to using the material with groups and in preaching 

and worship. 

Daily reading 2019

norwich Pilgrim Journeys 40 Days BeatitudesCroft Steven 9781781401118 £2.99 Daily reading 2019

sacristy Cross purposes Carey Kevin 9781908381118 £12.99 A collection of thought-provoking reflections inviting us to 

contemplate the events of Good Friday in new ways.

Topical 2019

cts 40 days and 40 ways wansborough Henry 9781784696016 3.95 Daily reading 2019

BRF Celtic lent Cole David 9780857466372 8.99 A different perspective on the cross of Christ and draws us to 

see our own life journeys with a new and transforming vision.

Daily reading 2019

DLT Eavesdropping Martin Henry 9780232533897 12.99 A wonderfully fresh way of deepening the way that we talk to 

God.

Daily reading 2019

Bloomsbury Merciful Humility of God Williams Jane 9781472954817 £9.99 A stirring meditation on God's humility. Topical 

&Personal 

Responses

2019

CWR Living Faith Invitations from the crossKandiah Krish 9781782596912 £5.99 invited to travel back in time to stare intently at the cross of 

Jesus.

Course 2018

Kevmay Journeying through Lent to EasterBrown Joan 9781840039887 £7.99 Looks at our hearts being made new Course 2018

Kevmay Wild Lent Summers 9781848679351 £7.99 Discovering God through Creation Activity 2018

Mac Way Of The Carmelites, The A prayer Journey through LentMcCaffrey James 9780281075294 £8.99 Will introduce readers to the riches of the Carmelite tradition. General Reading 2018

Kevmay A Letter For Lent Coghlan Patrick 9781848679344 £5.99 ased on the Apostle Paul's letter to the Colossians. Course 2018

kevmay Looking through Jesus Bartlett 9781848679306 £6.99 Reflections on Luke's Gospel Daily Reading 2018

Bloomsbury A Place for God James Graham 9781472945266 £9.99 Mowbray Lent Book 40 Meditations on Different Places Daily reading 2018

Kevmay Staying Close Herbert Russell 9781848678095 £7.99 Exploring Intimacy with God Course 2018

Mars Towards Jerusalem A Pilgrim's regress and progress to God's Holy CityBrady Steve 9780857465603 £7.99 A call to live for a vision bigger than ourselves, marching to a 

different drumbeat to 'Zion',

Daily Reading 2018

SPCK The Art of Lent Beckett Wendy 9780281078554 £9.99 A Painting a day from Ash Wednesday to Easter Daily reading 2018

Mac songs of the spirit A Pslam a day for lent and EasterDaffern Megan 9780281077960 £9.99 Arrestingly thoughtful translations and meditations on the 

Psalms

Daily Reading 2018

SPCK Lent Talks 9780281078639 £7.99 A collection of Radio 4 Lent Talks Topical  + 

questions

2018

CWR Cover to cover At the Cross Guiness Abby 9781782594987 £4.99 Witnesses of the crucifixion course PRE 2018

CWR Cover to cover Centred on ChristBaughen Michael 9781782590170 £4.99 Through Phillipians how to centre out life on Christ course PRE 2018

Kevmay Prayers For Public Worship Lent To EasterAdam, Fawcett, Sayers & Simpson9781848675735 £9.99 Inspirational prayers written by four of the best-loved and 

most distinguished Christian writers.

Prayers PRE 2018

Kevmay Christ Our Peace Thomas Stuart 9780862098988 £8.99 These reflective services are all fairly short and mostly 

participative, one for each of the four Sundays in Lent

Services PRE 2018

Kevmay More All Age Talks For Lent Holy Week And EasterFawcett Nick 9781848677845 £10.99 Step by step through every aspect of the preparation and 

presentation of his tried and tested talks.

Talks PRE 2018

Mac Things He Carried, The Cotterell Stephen 9780281060801 £7.99 Focussing on the things that Jesus carried. Meditations PRE 2018

Mac The Things He Said: The Story of the First Easter DayCottrell Stephen 9780281061976 £6.99 The meaning and significance of the resurrection is explored 

by piecing together the post-resurrection sayings of Jesus. 

General Reading PRE 2018

spck The Things He did Cottrell Stephen 9780281076239 £7.99 Story of Holy week through the things Jesus did Topical PRE 2018

Hodder Passion and the Cross Rolheiser Ronald 9781473626706 £7.99 Looks at jesus suffering beyond just the physical Daily Reading PRE 2018

Kevmay The Great 'I Am': Lent group meditationsAdam David 9781848670778 £7.99 To increase our relationship with the Living Lord Through the 7 'I Am' statementsCourse PRE 2018



TMD The Cross of Christ Stott John 9781844741557 £17.99 for any who are unclear about the meaning of the cross or why 

Jesus had to die.

General Reading PRE 2018

SPCK Barefoot Prayers Cherry Stephen 9780281071258 £9.99 Prayers for each day of lent Daily Reading PRE 2018

KevMay Praying the passion Taylor ken 9780862099022 12.99 A Narrative of the passion to use as a springboard to prayer Daily Reading PRE 2018

Mars Dust And Glory Runcorn David 9780857463579 £7.99 Daily bible readings from ash wednesday to easter day Daily Reading PRE 2018

norwich Let Me Go There Gooder Paula 9781848259041 £8.99 Looks at traditional lent themes of wilderness fasting prayer 

etc.

Topical & 

Questions

PRE 2018

Norwich Getting to Know Jesus Again Wallace Peter 9780819233615 £9.99 Life ministry words and works of Jesus Daily Reading PRE 2018

Mac Lent for Everyone: Matthew Year AWright Tom 9780281062218 £3.99 A Lent lectionary resource using Tom Wright's For Everyone 

Bible translation.

Daily Reading PRE 2018


